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Video: Covid-19, We Are Being Lied to! Here Is
How… The PCR Test
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As  we  approach  the  one  year  anniversary  of  the  novel  coronavirus  outbreak,  we  find
ourselves  facing  many  unanswered  questions.

We find ourselves worse off in many ways, in comparison to when the outbreak just began,
as  we  receive  signals  from  public  health  officials  and  the  media  to  prepare  for  another
lockdown.

It  appears we are approaching what could to be a perfect  storm. The US Presidential
Elections, flu season, the arrival of the new experimental COVID vaccine and the prophesied
‘second wave’ of COVID.

The big news of the week of course, has been President Trump and the First Lady have both
tested positive for COVID. The President has been hospitalized.

President  Trump’s  doctor,  said  that  Trump’s  diagnosis  was  confirmed  using  the  PCR  test.
Just like virtually every other ‘confirmed case’ we hear reported.

But was PCR really developed with the intention of diagnosing infectious diseases? Is PCR
capable of diagnosing infectious diseases? How could a test developed almost 40 years ago
be used to diagnose a brand new disease found less than one year ago?

In this report, we examine this questions in addition to reviewing video clips of multiple
doctors weighing in on the subject including the biochemist Kary Mullis who invented PCR
and won a Nobel Prize in Chemistry for doing so has to say.

Why is understanding the test so important?

Because it is the driving factor in the fear campaign, that is being driven by the corrupt
media and then used by the government to justify the restrictions imposed on our lives.

This is a must see report that may change the perception of you, or of someone you may
know, regarding the crisis.

*

Note to readers: please click the share buttons above or below. Forward this article to your
email lists. Crosspost on your blog site, internet forums. etc.
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